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 (11ـ11درک مطلب زیر را بخوانید و با توجه به درک مطلب به سوال های زیر پاسخ دهید؟)صـ 1
Over learn. After you learn some thing, study it some more! Learn it more than you need 

to. For example, when you know a list of new words, don’t stop. Try to relax when you 

study. Enjoy it. You cannot remember things when you are tired or an happy. Some 

people have a photo graphic memory. They see every thing like a picture. Later they can 

see the picture in their min d again an d describe every thing in it. 

1) What does over learn mean? (0/5 point)  

After you learn something, study it some more. Learn it more than you need to.  

2) Why should you relax when you study? (0/5 point) 

Because you cannot remember things when you are tired or an happy. 
3) What is a photographic memory? (0/5 point) 

They see every thing like a picture. 

 نمره 4ـ لغات را در جای مناسب قرار دهید؟ )یک لغت اضافی است( 1
Mind – shelves – imaging – melts – sailor – earn – museum – slipped – code  

1) Paul slipped on the ice and broke his leg. 
2) How much money does a professional athlete earn? 

3) Many countries have a national museum of art. 

4) A sailor spends most of his life at sea. 

5) Close you eyes. Imagine that you are on the moon. 

6) In spring the weather gets warmer, and the snow melts. 
7) Susan is very intelligent. She has a good mind. 

8) A library has shelves for the book. 

 نمره 1را در جای خالی قرار دهید؟   to – at – in – ofـ حروف اضافه 1
1) Some of the events are very difficult. 

2) The major event is in the afternoon. 

3) They usually drive to the supermarket. 

4) Please call me tonight at 8. 

 نمره 1قرار دهید؟  ـ شکل درست افعال را در جاهای خالی4
1) Where did you put my den? (Put) 
2) Can you meet me at 2:30 (meet) 

3) Carol had a toy sail bout when she was young. (Have) 

4) Have you gotten any letters this week? (Get) 

 نمره 5/1ـ جواب درست را انتخاب کنید و زیر آن خط بکشید؟ 5
1) You have to ……..milk before you give it to a baby. (warm – warmth) 

2) Brown is a ………color. Yellow is light. (darken – dark – darkness) 

3) Is there a ……….between the words discover and invent? (similar – similarity) 

 



 

 مرهن 5/0ـ بهترین گزینه را انتخاب کنید؟ هر کدام 6
1) I looked every for my glue, and I finally discovered it in the kitchen. 

a) found                         b) put                     c) cover                     d) ate  

2) London is distant from Tokyo. 

a) near                        b) far                      c) similar                  d) beside  

3) This small Christmas tree is made of plastic. It is not a real tree. It is artificial. 
a) beautiful                b) not natural          c) not easy                d) very difficult  
4) Marconi invented the radio. Bell invented the telephone. 

a) made the first one       b) found             c) used                      d) liked  

5) I have an important message for you. Your family telephoned and you mast call them 

back immediately. 

a) picture                   b) book                    c) communication     d) medal  

6) The small child toppled off the chair and started to cry. 

a) fell                         b) above                   c) below                    d) sail  

7) The millers have a small farm. They raise a few sheep and cow. 

a) buy                        b) pay                       c) grow                     d) make  

8) Cotton comes from plants. We make poly ester from petroleum. Wool comes from 

sheep. 
a) a kind of plant                            b) a kind of oil           

c) a kind of cloth                            d) a kind of dye  

9) The basketball player leaped into the air and put the ball through the basket. 

a) ran                        b) walked                 c) jumped                  d) pushed  

10) Some clothing factories make shirts. Workers dye the shirts different colors. 

a) wear                     b) die                        c) put                          d) color   

11) Most of the countries in the world compete in the Olympics. 

a) study                    b) stretch                  c) try to win                d) imagine  

12) Can you solve this problem? 

a) read                     b) write                     c) find the answer       d) understand  

13) The Andes mountains stretch from Colombia to Chile. 

a) watch                  b) reach                     c) walk                       d) move  

14) The United States is a country of fifty states. 

a) big                      b) joined together      c) a country                d) different  

 

Good luck 
 


